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Key scientific goals

§ positron beams with tunable properties using CO2 laser-driven plasma structures

§ control the interaction between 
ATF e−-beam driven positron-electron jets / showers and CO2 laser-driven plasma

§ long wavelength CO2 laser (compared to Ti:Sapphire): 
larger plasma structures – easier to physically overlay the showers
slower structures for a lower plasma density – laser velocity slower for same density

§ limits of the range of tunability of CO2 laser produced positron beams

§ numerous applications benefit from a tunable positron beam
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Quasimonoenergetic laser plasma positron accelerator
using particle-shower plasma-wave interactions
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An all-optical centimeter-scale laser-plasma positron accelerator is modeled to produce quasimonoe-
nergetic beams with tunable ultrarelativistic energies. A new principle elucidated here describes the
trapping of divergent positrons that are part of a laser-driven electromagnetic particle-shower with a large
energy spread and their acceleration into a quasimonoenergetic positron beam in a laser-driven plasma
wave. Proof of this principle using analysis and particle-in-cell simulations demonstrates that, under limits
defined here, existing lasers can accelerate hundreds of MeV pC quasi-monoenergetic positron bunches.
By providing an affordable alternative to kilometer-scale radio-frequency accelerators, this compact
positron accelerator opens up new avenues of research.
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Monoenergetic positron accelerators intrinsic to positron-
electron (eþ − e−) colliders at energy frontiers [1,2] have
been fundamental to many important discoveries
[3–6] that underpin the standard model. Apart from high-
energy physics (HEP), monoenergetic eþ-beams of mostly
sub-MeV energies are also used in many areas of material
science [7,8], medicine [9] and applied antimatter physics
[10]. Applications have however not had ready access to
positron accelerators and have had to rely on alternative
sources such as βþ-decay [11], (p,n) reaction [12] and pair-
production [13] of MeV-scale photons from—fission
reactors [14], neutron-capture reactions [15] or MeV-scale
e−-beams impinging on a high-Z target [16].
Positron accelerators have evidently been scarce due to

complexities involved in the production and isolation of
elusive particles like positrons [2,16] in addition to the
costs associated with the large size of radio-frequency (rf)
accelerators [17]. The size of conventional rf accelerators
is dictated by the distance over which charged particles
gain energy under the action of breakdown limited [18]
tens of MVm−1 rf fields sustained using metallic structures
that reconfigure transverse electromagnetic waves into
modes with axial fields. This limit also complicates
efficient positron production [2,13], which has required a
multi-GeV e−-beam from a kilometer-scale rf accelerator
[17] to interact with a target. Furthermore, the positrons

thus produced have to be captured in a flux concentrator,
turned around and transported back [19] for reinjection into
the same rf accelerator.
Advancements in rf technologies have demonstrated

100 MVm−1-scale fields [20] but explorations beyond the
standard model at TeV-scale eþ − e− center-of-mass ener-
gies still remain unviable. Moreover, the progress of non-
HEP applications of eþ-beams has been largely stagnant.
Recent efforts on compact and affordable positron accel-

erator design based on advanced acceleration techniques
[21,22] have unfortunately been unsatisfactory. Production
of eþ − e− showers using high-energy electrons from

FIG. 1. Schematic of all-optical centimeter-scale schemes of
quasimonoenergetic laser-plasma positron accelerator using the
interaction of eþ − e− showers with plasma-waves.
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Current positron sources
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PULSTAR NCSU Fission reactor - positron source user-facility
[source: https://www.ne.ncsu.edu/nrp/user-facilities/intense-positron-beam/]

LLNL Na-22 beta plus positron source and positron spectroscopy
[source: https://str.llnl.gov/str/Howell.html]

HZDR Germany - ELBE Positron (EPOS) facility
[source: http://positron.physik.uni-halle.de/EPOS/]

nuclear reactor radioactive nuclei

electron linac
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Numerous positron applications
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…development of practical atomic-scale channeling 
measurements of electronic spin densities, and momentum 
profiles in addition to valence and bonding e- density 
maps. 
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Increased Elemental Specificity of Positron Annihilation Spectra

P. Asoka-Kumar,1 M. Alatalo,1 V. J. Ghosh,1 A. C. Kruseman,2 B. Nielsen,1 and K. G. Lynn1

1Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York 11973
2IRI, Delft University of Technology, Mekelweg 15, NL-2629JB Delft, The Netherlands

(Received 28 March 1996)
Positron annihilation spectroscopy (PAS) is a sensitive probe for studying the electronic structure of

defects in solids. We show that the high-momentum part of the Doppler-broadened annihilation spectra
can be used to distinguish different elements. This is achieved by using a new two-detector coincidence
system to examine the line shape variations originating from high-momentum core electrons. Because
the core electrons retain their atomic character even when atoms form a solid, these results can
be directly compared to simple theoretical predictions. The new approach adds increased elemental
specificity to the PAS technique, and is useful in studying the elemental variations around a defect site.
[S0031-9007(96)01120-9]

PACS numbers: 78.70.Bj, 71.60.+z

Positron annihilation spectroscopy (PAS) is a sensitive
probe for studying defects in solids [1,2]. The method
relies on the propensity of positrons to become localized
at open-volume regions of a solid and the emission of
annihilation gamma rays that escape the test system with-
out any final state interaction. These gamma rays hold
information about the electronic environment around the
annihilation site. PAS measurements for defect charac-
terization generally utilize two observables: positron life-
time and the conventional Doppler broadening of the
annihilation gamma rays using a single detector. Both
of these techniques are not very sensitive to elemen-
tal variations around an annihilation site, such as the
one occurring when a material is lightly doped with an-
other or when a vacancy is tied with an impurity atom.
A third observable, angular correlation of annihilation
radiation, can overcome this deficiency. However, this
observable is not used routinely in defect spectroscopy
owing to the difficulties associated with the low counting
rates at many of the existing facilities. Here we present
the results from a new two-detector setup that measures
the elemental variations around the annihilation site. The
new setup improves the peak to background ratio in the
annihilation spectrum to ,105, and as a result the varia-
tions of the Doppler-broadened spectra resulting from an-
nihilations with different core electrons can be mapped.
Because the core electrons retain their atomic character
even when atoms form a solid, the new results can be eas-
ily verified with straightforward theoretical calculations.
In the past, Lynn et al. have shown the advantage of us-
ing a two-detector setup in a study of thermal generation
of vacancies in aluminum [3,4].
Upon entering the solid, positrons lose most of their ki-

netic energy and reach thermal equilibrium with the host
material (within about 10 psec). In a crystal, the thermali-
zed positrons experience a periodic repulsive potential
that is centered on the ionic cores, and their wave function
is confined to the interstitial region. Their subsequent mo-

tion is dominated by phonon scattering, and in the absence
of an overall electric field in the medium, this motion is
nearly an isotropic random walk. Open-volume defects
and negative charge centers provide isolated minima in
the potential and localize positrons. Eventually positrons,
localized at defects or not, annihilate with electrons pro-
ducing predominantly two gamma rays, necessitated by
energy-momentum conservation during annihilation. Be-
cause the positrons are thermalized, the total energy of the
annihilation gamma rays is given by 2m0c2 2 EB, where
m0c2 is the electron rest mass energy and EB is the elec-
tron binding energy (neglecting the thermal energies and
chemical potentials). When there is a net center of mass
energy associated with the annihilating pair, this total en-
ergy is not split equally among the two gamma rays. One
gamma ray is upshifted while the other is downshifted
from the center energy of m0c2 2 EBy2 by an amount
given by DE ≠ s1y2dpLc, where pL is the longitudinal
component of the electron-positron momentum along the
direction of the gamma ray emission. Since the direction
of the gamma ray emission is random, a detector located
in a given direction will record both upshifted and down-
shifted gamma rays. This produces an overall Doppler
broadening, and characterizing this broadening provides
a sensitive way of examining the electronic environment
around the annihilation site.
Annihilations with core electrons produce larger

Doppler shifts compared to valence electrons. Therefore,
the tail region of the Doppler-broadened curve can
be analyzed to obtain the momentum distribution of
the core electrons. In traditional Doppler-broadening
measurements, a single detector records the energy of
the annihilation gamma rays. The spectrum collected
with a single detector suffers from high background
contributions (peak to background ratio ,200), which
arise mostly from incomplete charge collection on the low
energy side and pileup and sum events on the high energy
side. When positronium is formed, annihilation into three
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BULK-PLASMON DISPERSION SPECTRUM OF Be. . . V05

et aI, the existence of a plasmon line was not re-
ported, even for small values of the momentum
transfer. This, we assume, is due to their very
large experimental width which is of the order of
22 eV and therefore would overlap the plasmon
band. In our experiments the experimental width
is of the order of 11 eV.
In conclusion, we observe that in Fig. 2 the peak

of the plasmon line is well separated from TDS
and Compton lines which overlap. In Fig. 3 the
spectra for P = 17', 20', and 25' allow the separate
observation of the TDS and the plasmon peak. The

Compton band is observed as a weak bump.
The observed line is due to the bulk plasmon and

no attempt has been made to detect higher-order
plasmons. However in the case of Q = 6. 5 tt
might be possible to attribute the bump at the far
left to a second-order plasmon.
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Channeling of Positrons

1 FEBRUARY 1971
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E. Uggerhgj
&nstitute of physics, &nk ersity of &arhus, 8000 &arhus C, Denmark

(Received 7 July 1970)

Axia]. and planar channeling in thin single-crystalline gold foils has been investigated by
wide-angle scattering of monoenergetic positrons. The beam was obtained by accelerating
the positrons emitted from a Co source in a 1-MeV Van de Graaff. The results are in good
agreement with corresponding measurements for protons. For the planar case, classical
calculations are compared to calculations based on the dynamical theory of diffraction. The
results are very similar except for the "wiggles" due to wave interference, which appear in
the quantum-mechanical calculation. These, however, are difficult to resolve experimentally.

INTRODUCTION

The aim of this experiment is to shed some light
on the question of applicability of classical channel-
ing theory to the directional effects observed for
emission of electrons and positrons from a single
crystal. In Uggerhfjj's measurements' of the

angular distribution of electrons and positrons
emitted from Cu implanted in copper single crys-
tals, a quantitative comparison with theory or with
heavy-particle channeling was difficult because of
the radiation damage incurred during the implanta-
tion of the radioactive ions into the crystal. The
results for positrons, however, were consistent
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CHANNELING RADIATION FROM POSITRONS 

M. J. Alguard,* R. 1. Swent,* R. H. Pantell ,* B. L. Berman,t S. D. Bloom,+ and S. Datztt 

Radiation from 56-MeV positrons channeled along the (llO), 
mu, and (100) planes and along the <llO> axis in silicon 
has been observed. The energies of the observed spectral peaks 
agree well with theory. Potentially the radiation can be used 
as a tunable x-ray source in the lo-keV to lo-MeV energy region. 

.:s.=em 

Introduction 

A relativistic positron passing through a crystal 
can be channeled between the crystal planes if the en- 
ergy of the particle associated with the motion normal 
to the planes is less than the energy required to cross 
over into an adjacent planar channel.',' That is, the 
array of atoms in the crystal establishes a potential 
well that can constrain the positron's trajectory to 
the region between planes. 

When channeling does occur there is a periodicity 
to the motion which can result in the emission of for- 
ward-directed electromagnetic radiation of relatively 
narrow linewidth.'," From a quantum viewpoint the posi- 
tron is trapped in eigenstates associated with the po- 
tential well of the crystalline field, and radiation re- 
sults from spontaneous transitions between these states. 

The emitted photon energy depends upon the energy 
of the positron and the crystal field strength. Assum- 
ing an harmonic potential well with a non-relativistic 
transition energy sip,, the relativistic increase in mass 
and the Doppler shift of the emitted photon result in a 
forward-directed photon energy = 2y%~~ in the labora- 
tory frame. This means that the photon energy can be 
varied by changing the incident particle energy. For 
50-MeV positrons channeled between (110) planes in sili- 
con this photon energy is = 32 keV. 

The linewidth is determined primarily by the anhar- 
manic contribution to the potential, the number of cycles 
over which periodic motion can be maintained, beam div- 
ergence, multiple scattering in the direction parallel 
to the planes, and the solid angle of the detector." 
Typical linewidths are 10 to 25%. 

Other interesting features of the radiation are 
that it is highly directional with a half-angle equal 
to y-l, it is linearly polarized, and it is consider- 
ably more intense than ordinary bremsstrahlung on a per- 
unit solid-angle, per-unit frequency-interval basis if 
the beam quality is sufficient to channel a major frac- 
tion of the incident particles [e.g., an enhancement by 
a factor of 14 over ordinary bremsstrahlung is calcu- 
lated for a 1-mrad beam divergence for 50-MeV positrons 
channeled in (110) silicon."] The time structure of the 
radiation will be determined by the time structure of 
the beam. For an s-band linear accelerator, it will 
consist of a series of very short (2 5~s) pulses separ- 
ated by a much larger interval (2 350~s). 

Areas of application for channeling radiation are: 
investigation of the channeling process; the study of 
the properties of the crystal in which channeling occurs; 
and development of channeling radiation as a practical 
source, One interesting aspect of channeling that can 
be studied by the radiation mechanism is dechanneling, 
since the lineshape and ratio of channeling emission to 
bremsstrahlung depend upon the dechanneling process. It 
should also be possible to obtain data on crystalline 
fields since the emission lineshape depends upon the 
hape of the potential well in which channeling occurs. 

-+Department Of Electrical Engineering, Stanford Univ& 
sity, Stanford, California 94305 

tlawrence Livermore Laboratory, 
ia, Livermore, California 94550 

University of Californ- 

ttOak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 
37830 

The effect of dislocations, imperfections, and defect 
formation (caused by the incident particle beam) on the 
channeling radiation also can be investigated. 

Channeling radiation as a source has several desir- 
able properties: the ease with which the photon energy 
can be varied, its relative monochromaticity, its linear 
polarization, its high directionality, and its high in- 
tensity compared with other sources in the lo-keV to 
lo-MeV part of the spectrum. Such properties make it 
almost unique as a calibration standard for polarization- 
sensitive detectors in the x-ray range, an application 
of considerable interest in astrophysics. In the energy 
range from 10 to 100 keV, potential applications include 
lithography, radiography, radiotherapy, x-ray tomagraphy, 
and extended x-ray absorption fine structure spectro- 
scopy. The micro-time structure might be suitable for 
measuring fast relaxation processes and/or for perform- 
ing radiography with millimeter spatial resolution. 
Channeling radiation at higher energies might be very 
useful for measuring certain photonuclear cross sections, 
especially because of its intensity and polarization 
properties. 

Experiment 

The positron beam for the present experiment was 
produced at the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory Electron- 
Positron Linear Accelerator Facility.5,6 Positrons from 
the tungsten-rhenium positron converter were formed into 
a beam, energy analyzed to Ap/p = 0.01, and transported 
to the experimental area by means of standard bending 
and focusing elements. At the selected beam energy of 
56 MeV and accelerator repetition rate of 1440 pps 
(lOO-ns pulse duration) the beam intensity reaching the 
target averaged 0.1 to 0.3 nA. Radiation-shielding 
walls separate the experimental area from the accelera- 
tor and positron converter. 

A schematic diagram of the experimental area is 
shown in Fig. 1. The collimated and energy-analyzed 
positron beam enters from the left, is focused in the 
three-segment quadrupole lens to achieve acceptable 
beam divergence, and impinges upon the silicon crystal 
target mounted in the goniometer. After passing through 
the crystal the beam is either deflected into a dump 
hole or allowed to pass undeflected approximately 6 m 
down the beam pipe where it finally exits the vacuum 
system through a 0,2-mm thick aluminum window. Remote- 
ly insertable collimators, immediately upstream from 
the crystal (l.O-cm diam) and downstream from the de- 
flection magnet (0.5-cm diam) allow collimation of the 
positron beam striking the crystal and of the field of 
view of the crystal seen by the detectors, respectively. 
A plastic-scintillator detector immediately behind the 
exit window can be used to monitor the transmitted 
positron beam with the deflection magnet degaussed. 
With the deflection magnet energized, and the scintilla- 
tion detector removed, the intrinsic-germanium detector 
(at the far right in Fig. 1) is used to measure the 
photon spectrum. 

Because beam collimators cannot be tolerated where 
they will contribute to unwanted bremsstrahlung back- 
ground in the germanium detector, a special beam-tuning 
procedure was adopted. First, with no crystal target 
in the goniometer, the beam was tuned to produce a spot 
-* 1 cm in diam on the insertable viewing screen up- 
stream from the goniometer and, simultaneously = 2 cm 
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LLNL – kJ laser positron-production

LLNL
positrons play no role in the sheath formation. As the hot
electrons that are responsible for the potential leave the
target, it takes less than a few tens of fs to build up a
MV=!m field on the rear target surface. The majority of
the positrons pass through this sheath field as they leave the
target, gaining an energy equal to the potential of the
sheath. This results in a shift of positron energy distribution
to higher energies. This process is confirmed by two-
dimensional hybrid particle simulations which show that
the sheath is quickly set up for the positrons to go through,

even if the electrons and positrons are launched at the same
time. To verify this effect experimentally, we decreased the
sheath strength at the back of the target by increasing the
scale length of the plasma at the rear of the target [25,26].
This was accomplished by irradiating the rear side of the
target with a second, long (ns) laser pulse (in shot C), a
technique that has been demonstrated in [28]. This resulted
in a !3 MeV decrease in the peak energy of positron
distribution. (Shot C vs shot E in Table I.)
The target size affects the positron acceleration field.

Larger targets reduce the acceleration field so that the
observed positron distribution approaches that inside the
target. This ‘‘low-energy’’ distribution is determined by the
Bethe-Heitler process [18], as shown in Fig. 3. The posi-
tron ‘‘birth’’ distribution was simulated using the
Monte Carlo code EGSNRC [29] that calculates the Bethe-
Heitler pair production and self-consistently treats the
attenuation of electrons, photons, and positrons as they
propagate through a cold solid target. It does not include
the sheath potential effect that causes the additional accel-
eration of positrons at the rear target surface. The experi-
mental data using a 20 mm diameter target have the lowest
peak energy (!4 MeV) and are the closest to the simulated
positron distribution peaked at about 2.5 MeV.
The positron beam (jet) energy scales approximately

inversely with the surface area of the target for constant
laser conditions and target thickness, as shown in the inset
of Fig. 3. As the target diameter increases from 1 to 20 mm,
the peak positron energy decreases from 18 to 4 MeV. The
measured maximum proton energy also decreases from
greater than 15 MeV to less than 0.5 MeV as the target
diameter increases, consistent with the positron data. Since
the electron source is the same for each target, the charge
density is reduced as the target area increases, reducing the
accelerating field as shown by the shift in the peak of
positron energy to lower energies and the decrease in the
maximum observed proton energy. This is consistent with
the understanding of how the sheath field is generated, as
described above.
The jet nature of these quasimonoenergetic positrons is

established by measuring the beam angular divergence of
electrons and positrons emitted from the rear surface of the
target. The divergence half-angles ranged from 17" to 25",
with the smaller angles corresponding to the higher beam
energies. Figure 4 shows measurements (for shot B in
Fig. 2) of the normalized total positron number as a func-
tion of angle with the laser propagation direction at 0" and
the target normal direction being #18". A Gaussian func-
tion fit to the data shows a half-width of !20$ 5" cen-
tered at#10$ 5". Fast electrons measured with the EPPS
and radiochromic film show (in the inset of Fig. 4) a jetlike
distribution similar to the positrons, with half-width of
!25$ 5" centered at #12$ 5".
The physics that determines the electron directionality is

different from that of the positrons. Fast electrons accel-
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FIG. 2 (color). Positron energy distributions for six laser shots
labeled from A to F. The target and laser conditions are listed.
Shots A–E were from the Titan laser and shot F from the
OMEGA EP laser. All spectra were obtained with the EPPS
normal to the back of the target. Shot C had a 7 J, 3 ns long-pulse
shot at the rear of the target prior the short pulse laser.

Short-pulse beam

EPPS-1

EPPS-2

EPPS-3

18o

Long-pulse beam

45o
+
+
+
+-

-

-
-

Positron
Acceleration e+

e+

e+

FIG. 1 (color). Experimental setup. The short pulse irradiates
the target at 18" relative to target normal. The long-pulse (3 ns
square pulse) laser irradiates the rear of the target at 45" for
some shots. The long pulse was shot 2 ns before the short-pulse
laser. The long-pulse focal spot was about 600 !m diameter
centered on the short-pulse focal spot. The laser produced
electrons establish a sheath field at the rear of the target that ac-
celerates the positrons. This field can be controlled by the long-
pulse laser injection as well as the target surface area variation.
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erated in front of the target are directed primarily along the
laser axis, driven by the J! B forces along the laser
propagation direction as well as by the resonant and
Brunel absorption mechanisms that drive electrons along
the target normal direction. Positrons are born deep inside
the target predominantly from the most energetic electrons.
These positrons carry some of the forward momentum of
the ‘‘parent’’ fast electrons forming an anisotropic distri-
bution [18]. Once outside the target, these positrons are
accelerated by the sheath electric field reshaping the posi-
tron distribution. This is verified by experiments with 18"

and 55" laser incidence relative to target normal direction.
It was found that nearer to normal incidence the laser
produced less divergent positron beams because there the
acceleration direction is better aligned with the original

positron momentum gained at birth pointing in the laser
propagation direction.
The total number (N) of positrons in the jet is estimated

to be on the order of 1010 to 1011 by integration over the
angular spread of the jet. N scales approximately linearly
with laser energy as N # ð1:5! 1011Þ ! ElaserðkJÞ. The
total energy conversion efficiency from laser energy to
positrons in the jet is #2! 10&4. The positron jet current
(#100 A) is far below the Alfvén beam current limit

TABLE I. Summary of shot conditions and the ejected positrons for shots A–F. The short-pulse duration for all shots was 10 ps
except shot B, which was 1 ps. Columns 2 and 3 are laser parameters: column 2 is the laser energies on target; column 3 the target
diameter. Columns 4–8 are the quasimonoenergetic positron jet parameters: column 4 is the total number of positrons in the jet;
column 5 is the energy of the peak of the distribution; column 6 is the energy for the full width at half maximum of the distribution;
column 7 is the energy spread in percentage; column 8 is the half-angle of the divergence. Columns 9–11 are the derived positron
properties: column 9 is the energy conversion efficiency from laser to ejected positrons. Columns 10 and 11 are the derived positron jet
temperatures: column 10 is the temperature in the jet longitudinal direction; column 11 is the temperature in the transverse direction.
Numbers in parentheses are the best estimated errors to the attached number.

Laser parameters Positron jet parameters Derived quantities
Shots ELaser (J) ! (mm) Ntotal eþ Epeak (MeV) EFWHM (MeV) Spread (%) !b (Degree) "energy (%) Tk (MeV) T? (MeV)

A 312 20 1.8e10 4.0 (0.1) 2.3 (0.3) 57 (6) 25 0.01 2.9 (0.2) 0.4
B 130 6.4 2.0e10 8.5 (0.2) 3.3 (0.3) 39 (6) 20 (5) 0.03 6.5 (0.6) 1.6
Ca 305 2 3.0e10 10.8 (0.1) 3.1 (0.1) 29 (2) 18 0.02 4.2 (0.2) 0.8
D 280 2 2.3e10 12.8 (0.1) 1.9 (0.2) 15 (4) 17 0.02 2.5 (0.3) 1.0
E 323 2 2.6e10 13.7 (0.1) 2.8 (0.2) 21 (3) 20 0.04 4.1 (0.2) 1.2
F 812 2 1.8e11 18.7 (0.1) 3.6 (0.2) 19 (2) 17 0.04 4.2 (0.2) 2.0

aA 7 J, 3 ns long-pulse injection was shot at the rear of the target before the short pulse to increase the plasma scale length.
bDerived from measurements shown in Fig. 4 for shot B. It is derived from two-point measurements from the rest of the shots.
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FIG. 3 (color). Positron spectra from 1 mm thick Au target
with diameter of 20 mm (red) and from EGS code (blue). The
simulation is linearly scaled with an arbitrary factor in the y axis
to show its peak energy. The inset shows the peak energy of
positrons as a function of the inverse of target surface area. The
relation is fitted with a linear function E / 1=S. The dashed line
(blue) represents the peak energy without the acceleration field,
calculated from the EGS simulation.
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FIG. 4 (color). Normalized total positron number ejected from
the back of targets at various angles for 1 mm thick, 6.4 mm
diameter targets shot by 1 ps, 130 J laser (shot B in Fig. 2). The
data (red dots with error bars) are fit (black) with a Gaussian
function. The two arrows mark the laser propagation direction
and the target normal direction. The result for the electrons is
shown in the inset which includes both EPPS data (red squares)
and data from radiochromic film (green dots). It was not possible
to measure positrons for angles between &60" and &20" due to
the laser beam layout.
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Laser produced positrons have 6 unique features 

1.  Positron acceleration 
2.  Quasi mono-energy 

3.  Relativistic electron-positron jet 

4.  Beam emittance 

5.  Scaling against laser energy 

6.  Collimation 

S. Wilks 

Lasers produce burst of relativistic jets. Is this miniature 
jets useful to understand cosmic jets? 

Chandra X-ray image of 
relativistically moving jets of 
electron-positron pair plasma 
powered by a supermassive 
black hole in a nearby galaxy 
Centaurus A. 

NASA/CXC/CfA/
R.Kraft et al. 
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Sheath acceleration of positrons is verified 
experimentally 

Hui Chen et al. PRL (2010) 
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Positron distributions are quasi mono-
energetic (E/dE~ 2-5), and can be controlled. 
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About 0.03% of laser energy converted to positrons 
mostly through the Bethe-Heitler process 

The positron yield is comparable to that of characteristic x-rays (10-4), indicating 
an efficient energy transfer from laser to positrons. 

Bethe-Heitler 
Process~Z4 

e- e- 

e+ γ 

e- 
>90% 

Trident  
Process~Z2 

<10% 

Electrons Photons Pairs 

Energy Flow 

100 ~30 ~0.3 ~0.03 

Laser  
photons 



Laser shower production experience 

Table-Top Laser-Based Source of Femtosecond, Collimated, Ultrarelativistic Positron Beams
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The generation of ultrarelativistic positron beams with short duration (!eþ ’ 30 fs), small divergence

("eþ ’ 3 mrad), and high density (neþ ’ 1014–1015 cm"3) from a fully optical setup is reported. The

detected positron beam propagates with a high-density electron beam and # rays of similar spectral shape

and peak energy, thus closely resembling the structure of an astrophysical leptonic jet. It is envisaged that

this experimental evidence, besides the intrinsic relevance to laser-driven particle acceleration, may open

the pathway for the small-scale study of astrophysical leptonic jets in the laboratory.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.110.255002 PACS numbers: 52.38.Kd, 25.20."x, 98.58.Fd

Relativistic positron beams are of paramount impor-
tance in experimental physics due to their direct applica-
tion to a wide range of physical subjects, including nuclear
physics, particle physics, and laboratory astrophysics.
Arguably, the most practical way to generate them is to
exploit the electromagnetic cascade initiated by the propa-
gation of an ultrarelativistic electron beam through a
high-Z solid. This process is exploited to generate low-
energy positrons in injector systems for conventional ac-
celerators such as the Electron-Positron Collider (LEP) [1].
In this case, an ultrarelativistic electron beam (Ee" #
200 MeV) was preaccelerated by a LINAC and then
directed onto a tungsten target. The resulting positron
population was further accelerated by a large-scale
(R # 27 km), synchrotron accelerator up to 209 GeV.
The large cost and size of these machines have motivated
the study of alternative particle accelerator schemes. In
particular, laser-plasma devices (overall size of a few tens
of meters) can support accelerating fields of the order of
100s of gigavolts=meter, much higher than typical
megavolts=meter in solid-state accelerators. Laser-driven
electron beams with energies per particle reaching [2–5],
and exceeding [6] 1 GeV have been experimentally dem-
onstrated and the production of electron beams with ener-
gies approaching 100 GeV is envisaged for the next
generation of high-power lasers (1–10 PW) [7]. Hybrid
schemes have also been proposed and successfully tested
in first proof-of-principle experiments [8,9]. On the other
hand, laser-driven low energy positrons (Eeþ # 1–5 MeV)
have been first experimentally obtained by C. Gahn and co-
workers [10] and recently generated exploiting picosec-
ond, kilojoule class lasers [11–14]. Despite the intrinsic
interest of these results, the low energy and broad diver-
gence reported (Eeþ $ 20 MeV and "eþ % 350 mrad,
respectively) still represent clear limitations for future
use in hybrid machines.

The possibility of generating high density and high
energy electron-positron beams is of central importance
also for astrophysics due to their similarity to jets of long
gamma-ray bursts [15]. These structures still present enig-
matic features which are virtually impossible to address by
simply relying on direct observations. A possible solution
might be represented by reproducing small scale electron-
positron jets (required bulk flow Lorentz factor of the order
of 100–1000) in the laboratory. Although gamma-ray burst
jets may have a weak large scale magnetic field [16], the
external shock is exclusively mediated by self-generated
microscale magnetic fields. A purely electronic jet would
present toroidal magnetic fields whose strength and struc-
ture would be comparable to the microscale fields that
develop in response to the filamentation instability [17]
and modify the shock physics. The presence of the highly
mobile positrons would reduce the overall magnetization
of the jet, simplifying the interpretation of the experimen-
tal data and their comparison with the astrophysical
scenario.
Here we experimentally demonstrate the possibility of

producing collimated and high-density ultrarelativistic
positron beams in a fully laser-driven configuration.
Their low divergence and short duration (comparable to
those of the incoming laser-driven electron beam) suggest
the possibility of applying this generation scheme to cur-
rent laser facilities towards the construction of a fully
optical generator of high-quality, ultrarelativistic positron
beams. Furthermore,the measured high positron Lorentz
factors (#eþ ’ 200–300, compared to #eþ $ 40 in
Refs. [10–12]) of these beams are finally comparable to
those of astrophysical leptonic jets. This, in conjunction
with the low divergence, the inferred electron-positron
balance, and co-propagation with intense gamma-rays,
finally opens up a realistic possibility of studying the
dynamics of such jets in the laboratory.
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The experiment [shown schematically in Fig. 1(a)] was
carried out using the HERCULES laser system at the
Center for Ultrafast Optical Science at the University of
Michigan [18], which delivered a laser beam with a central
wavelength !L ¼ 0:8 "m, energy EL ¼ 0:8 J, and dura-
tion #L ¼ 30 fs. This laser beam was focused, using an
f=20 off-axis parabola, onto the edge of a 3 mm wide
supersonic He gas jet, doped with 2.5% of N2, with a
backing pressure of 5.5 bar. Once fully ionized, this corre-
sponds to an electron density of 9" 1018 cm#3. The focal
spot size was measured to have a radius of 23 "m which
contained 50% of the laser energy (peak intensity of IL $
6" 1018 W=cm2). Laser power and gas-jet pressure were
chosen in order to stay slightly above the threshold for
ionization injection [19]. This interaction delivered a re-
producible electron beam with a divergence at full width at
half maximum of approximately 1.4 mrad (corresponding
to a full width at total maximum of 2.5 mrad [see Figs. 1(b)
and 1(c), and Fig. 1 of the Supplemental Material [20]]). Its
spectrum was measured, prior to any shot with a high-Z
solid target, by a magnetic spectrometer consisting of a
0.8 T, 15 cm long pair of magnets and a LANEX screen.
The arrangement of the spectrometer did not allow us to
resolve electron energies below 80 MeV. Typical spectra,
obtained using the calibration curves reported in Ref. [21],
indicated the charge carried by electrons with energy
exceeding 80 MeV to be of the order of 50 pC (3" 108

electrons). Electron bunches obtained in similar conditions
have been shown to have a length comparable to a plasma
wavelength (!pe ¼ 2$c=!pe $ 10 "m) implying a typi-
cal temporal duration comparable to that of the laser pulse
[22]. The laser-accelerated electron beam interacted with
millimeter-size high-Z solid targets of different materials
(Cu, Sn, Ta, Pb) and thicknesses (from 1.4 to 6.4 mm). The
same magnetic spectrometer was used to separate the
electrons from the positrons which were then recorded
onto an image plate (IP). In order to minimize the effect
of the shot-to-shot fluctuation of the electron beam, each IP
was exposed to ten consecutive shots [see Fig. 1(b) for the

signal on the IP for 4.2 mm of Ta]. Due to the small
difference in positron and electron stopping power (below
2% [23]), the signal recorded was absolutely calibrated by
using the calibration curves reported in Ref. [24]. Plastic
and Teflon shielding were inserted to reduce the noise on
the IP induced by both the low-energy electrons and
gamma rays generated, at wide angles, during the laser-
gas and electron-solid target interactions [see Fig. 1(a)].
In these experimental conditions, the positrons inside the

high-Z target are mainly generated via either direct electro-
production (trident process), in which pair production is
mediated by a virtual photon in the electron field [25], or
via a two-step ‘‘cascade’’ process where the electron first
emits a real photon (bremsstrahlung) [26], which then
produces an electron-positron pair via the Bethe-Heitler
process [27]. Keeping the parameters of the electron beam
constant, the positron yield Neþ is expected to scale as
Neþ / ðZ2ndÞj, where n is the number of atoms per unit
volume in the material, d is the thickness of the solid target,
and j ¼ 1 for the trident process and j ¼ 2 for the two-step
cascade process (we neglect here Coulomb corrections,
which depend on Z%, with % $ 1=137 being the fine-
structure constant). Neglecting the difference between the
proton and the neutron mass, the mass density of the solid
target is & $ Ampn, with A and mp being the atomic
number and the proton mass, respectively. If we maintain
the areal mass density (' ¼ &d) constant, we can then
express the scaling as Np / ðZ2=AÞj. We have thus per-
formed a series of shots for different materials (Cu, Sn, Ta,
Pb) adjusting the target thickness so that the areal mass
density was kept constant for each material (' $
4:7 g=cm2, see the first four rows in Table I). All the
measured positron spectra presented a monotonically
decreasing profile with approximately 103 positrons=MeV
(solid lines in Fig. 2). In all cases, numerical simulations
performed with the nuclear physics Monte-Carlo code
FLUKA, which accounts for electromagnetic cascades
during the passage of an electron beam through a solid
target [28], are able to reproduce the experimental data

(a)

(b) (d)

(c)

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Top view of the experimental setup. The magnet is rotated by 90( for the sake of illustration. (b) Typical
positron signal as recorded by the image plate for 4.2 mm of Ta. The dark region on the upper part is predominantly exposed by the
( rays escaping the solid target. (c) Typical signal of the electron beam as recorded on the LANEX screen, without a solid target (see
Fig. 1 of the Supplemental Material [20] for a ten-shot series). The dashed white lines depict a full width at total maximum of 2.5 mrad
(corresponding full width at half maximum of 1.4 mrad). (d) Extracted spectrum and relative best fit (linearþ Gaussian) used as an
input for FLUKA simulations.
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Supplementary material Figure 1: Typical series of ten spectra of the laser-accelerated 
electron beam, as recorded on the LANEX screen before the insertion of the solid target. The 
overall electron beam charge fluctuated within less than 10% and the peak electron energy 
was consistently of the order of 200 MeV. 
 
 

 
Supplementary material Figure 2: Product between the Lorentz factor and the divergence 
of the positron beam, as a function of the positron energy, for 4.2 mm of Ta. The divergence 
is inferred from the transversal thickness of the positron signal on the IP. Blue circles indicate 
the experimental data whereas the red crosses are obtained from matching FLUKA 
simulations. The product is seen to be of the order of unity for each spectral component of the 
positron beam. 
 
 well (dashed lines in Fig. 2). As an input for the simulation

106 electrons with a spectral shape like the one depicted in
Fig. 1(c) were used. An average over five identical runs
was performed for each material in order to minimize any
stochastic error arising from the random seed generator of
the code. As theoretically predicted, the positron yield
increases for materials with higher atomic number. This
trend is quantitatively confirmed by integrating the experi-
mental spectra in the range 90<EeþðMeVÞ< 120 (see
Table I and Fig. 3). Within this energy range, a maximum
positron number of ð2:30$ 0:28Þ % 105 is obtained for the
material with the highest Z (Pb). Fitting the data keeping j
as a free parameter, we obtain a best fit for j ¼ 2:1$ 0:1
confirming the dominance of the cascade process with
respect to the trident one [see Fig. 3(b)]. The positron yield
over the entire positron spectrum, as extracted from match-
ing FLUKA simulations (NT in Table I), is seen to follow a
similar trend. A further indication as to what process

dominates is given by the dependence of the positron yield
upon the target thickness (Neþ / d for the trident and
Neþ / d2 for the two-step process). A series of shots was
thus taken varying the thickness of the solid target d for Ta
and Pb [second four rows in Table I and Fig. 3(a)]. As
expected, the positron yield scales with d2 in both cases. In
order to support this statement theoretically, we compare,
for each material, the radiation length Lrad with the range
of target thicknesses d used in the experiment. The two-
step process is expected to dominate the trident one if
d=Lrad * 10'2 [25]. For an order-of magnitude estimate
of Lrad, we can assume here to be in the total-screening
regime which, for an electron with energy " emitting a
photon with energy @!, occurs if the parameter S (
!Z1=3"ð"' @!Þ=ð@!mc2Þ is much larger than unity (a
Thomas-Fermi model of the atom is assumed [29]).
Estimating ") @!) 100 MeV, we have S * 4 in the
worst case of Cu, which is sufficiently large for the present
estimate. In this regime, and by including Coulomb cor-
rections, the radiation length is approximately given by
[29] Lrad * 1=½4!ðZ!Þ2n"2

CL0,, where n is the number of
atoms per unit volume, "C ¼ @=mc ¼ 3:9% 10'11 cm is
the Compton wavelength, and L0 ¼ logð183Z'1=3Þ '
fðZ!Þ, with fðxÞ ¼ P1

‘¼1 x
2=‘ð‘2 þ x2Þ. This gives

LradðCuÞ ¼ 15 mm, LradðSnÞ ¼ 12 mm, LradðTaÞ ¼
4:1 mm, and LradðPbÞ ¼ 5:6 mm. The material thicknesses
are thus always such that the inequality d=Lrad * 10'2 is
fulfilled, in agreement with the experimental indication of
the predominance of a two-step process for the electro-
magnetic cascade. Moreover, in all the considered cases,
except one where d ¼ 4:2 mm for Ta, it is the case that
d < Lrad, which implies that the contribution of higher-
order cascade processes can generally be neglected for an

TABLE I. The first four rows illustrate the results from targets
with the same areal density. The positron yield Nexp and Nsim

refer to the energy window 90<EeþðMeVÞ< 120 as obtained
from the experiment and FLUKA simulation, respectively. NT

refers instead to the total yield of positrons with Eeþ > 1 MeV,
as extracted from matching numerical simulations. For each
material, the positron divergence refers to the higher section
of the positron spectrum (see Fig. 1 of the Supplemental
Material [20]).

Mat. d (mm) #eþ (mrad) Nexp % 105 Nsim % 105 NT % 105

Cu 5.3 2:3$ 0:2 0:3$ 0:1 0.3 31
Sn 6.4 2:7$ 0:3 0:6$ 0:1 0.6 63
Ta 2.8 2:7$ 0:3 2:1$ 0:3 2.1 190
Pb 4.2 3:5$ 0:4 2:3$ 0:3 2.3 240
Ta 1.4 2:3$ 0:2 0:8$ 0:2 0.8 78
Ta 4.2 2:7$ 0:3 3:8$ 0:3 3.9 350
Pb 2.2 3:0$ 0:3 0:7$ 0:2 0.7 60
Pb 2.8 3:3$ 0:3 1:1$ 0:3 1.1 122

FIG. 2 (color online). Experimental (solid lines) and simulated
(dashed lines) positron spectra for (a) 5.3 mm of Cu, (b) 6.4 mm
of Sn, (c) 2.8 mm of Ta, and (d) 4.1 mm of Pb. Each experimental
spectrum results from an average over ten consecutive shots.

FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Measured positron yield, in the
energy range 90<EeþðMeVÞ< 120 for Ta (blue full circles)
and Pb (red empty circles) for different target thicknesses. Lines
give the best quadratic fits. (b) Measured positron yield, in the
energy range 90<EeþðMeVÞ< 120, for different materials but
constant areal density as a function of Z2=A. The dashed line
represents the best quadratic fit. In both graphs, the values result
from an average over ten consecutive shots and the error bars
account for the shot-to-shot fluctuation of the primary electron
beam (-10% in overall charge, see Fig. 1 of the Supplemental
Material [20]).
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raw positron-electron showers

orders-of-magnitude
roll-off at 

high-energies

Maxwellian spectrum§ showers > MeV electrons on converter target

§ although “some” authors have claimed so:  

§ positrons NOT isolated

§ positrons still divergent

§ un-localized in momentum space

shower  ≠  beam
pair-plasma ≠  beam

Dec 9, 2020, 23rd Accelerator Test Facility (ATF) Users' Meeting 7



simulations of ATF-beam driven 
positron-electron showers
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GEANT4 Acknowledgement: 
J. Resta-Lopez, V. Rodin (CI) and LLNL
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Sim of CO2 laser driven plasma processing 
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2D PIC simulation of CO2 laser driven 
post-processing of shower

Table 3: Ion-Channel Undulator / Plasma Undulator properties at 2⇥ 1017 cm�3

Plasma parameters 1TW 2TW
Density 2⇥ 1017 cm�3

Critical Power (Pc) 1.1 TW 1.1 TW
P/Pc 0.88 1.87
matched-w0 32 µm 36 µm
a0 1.52 1.95
�� 1.45 mm 1.45 mm
ZR (matched-w0) 0.32 mm 0.4 mm
�r/w0 0.9 0.8
��/�beam 0.05 0.05
KICU (undulator strength) 20.8 20.8
�ICU (��/2�2beam) 26 nm 26 nm
PICU (rad. power) 0.045 W 0.045 W
EICU (energy @ 1 ��) 200 ⇥10�12 J 200 ⇥10�12 J
Nph (@ 1 ��) 2.7 ⇥1010 2.7 ⇥1010

Table 4: Ion-Channel Undulator / Plasma Undulator properties at 5⇥ 1016 cm�3

Plasma parameters 1TW 2TW
Density 5⇥ 1016 cm�3

Critical Power (Pc) 3.9 TW 3.9 TW
P/Pc 0.26 0.5
matched-w0 48 µm 54 µm
a0 0.1 1.3
�� 2.7 mm 2.7 mm
ZR (matched-w0) 0.72 mm 0.9 mm
�r/w0 0.6 0.6
��/�beam 0.1 0.1
KICU (undulator strength) 11 11
�ICU (��/2�2beam) 52 nm 52 nm
PICU (power) 5 ⇥10�3 W 5 ⇥10�3 W
EICU (energy @ 1 ��) 50 ⇥10�12 J 50 ⇥10�12 J
Nph (@ 1 ��) 1 ⇥1010 1 ⇥1010
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§ 2D PIC EPOCH simulations – CO2 laser-driven 
post-processing of ATF beam-driven showers

§ Shower properties determined using GEANT4

§ Initialize a long shower ~ 2.5 ps

§ CO2 Laser-driven structures – can trap and slow-
down positrons
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Strongly Mismatched Regime of Nonlinear
Laser–Plasma Acceleration: Optimization of

Laser-to-Energetic Particle Efficiency
Aakash A. Sahai

Abstract— Laser electron accelerators utilize a bubble regime
of nonlinear plasma waves driven as laser wakefields that, from
theoretical considerations, require a matched laser spot size
incident on plasma. A strongly mismatched regime of nonlinear
laser–plasma acceleration in the bubble regime, favored by
experiments, is introduced and modeled for optimization of laser-
to-particle energy efficiency with application to the recently
proposed laser positron accelerator. Strong mismatch, in contrast
with the matched condition, arises from the incident laser spot
size being much larger than that needed for equilibration of the
laser ponderomotive and electron-ion charge-separation forces
in the nonlinearly driven density structure of a plasma bubble.
This is shown to be favorable for optimization of large self-
injected electron charge and ultralow transverse emittance with-
out precluding beam spectral shaping. It is shown that there are
prominent signatures of the mismatched regime, strong optical-
shock excitation, and bubble elongation, which are validated
using multidimensional particle-in-cell simulations. This paper
thus uncovers a generalized regime that apart from being used
in many laser–plasma acceleration experiments also opens a novel
pathway for a wide range of future applications.

Index Terms— Laser beams, particle beams, plasma accelera-
tors, plasma simulations, positrons, plasma wave.

I. INTRODUCTION

LASER-PLASMA accelerators (LPA) [1] using laser-
driven nonlinear electron density waves in the “bubble”

regime [2] have enabled centimeter-scale acceleration [3], [4]
of quasi-monoenergetic electron “beams.” This regime [2]
has now inspired a worldwide effort on LPAs. These efforts
on LPA [5]–[9] have continued to show enhancement in the
electron beam properties.

The theoretical model of these bubble LPAs is based on
a “matched” regime [2]. Theoretically, the maximum energy
gain is considered to be only possible if the incident laser
radial spot size is matched to the “bubble” size that equilibrates
the electron-ion charge separation and the laser ponderomotive
force. This initially matched laser spot-size condition is held
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to be exclusively optimal for properties of the acceleration
structure and electron beam [10].

However, a wide range of well-known groundbreaking
experimental results [3]–[8] that have been a key to estab-
lish these LPAs have favored a mismatched regime. In the
strongly mismatched regime, modeled here for the first time,
the laser focal spot size is significantly larger than the matched
condition [10].

As opposed to the minimization of the relative energy
spread of the accelerated electron beam that is the exclusive
pursuit of almost all of the ongoing LPA efforts [3]–[9], [11],
this paper optimizes the laser-to-energetic particle conversion
efficiency without precluding beam spectral shaping. This
laser-to-beam energy conversion optimization makes possible
applications that require high electron charge at high ener-
gies in a micrometer-scale spot size. For example, this is
the requirement of the feeder stage of a recently proposed
laser positron accelerator [12]. Past experimental work has
often used this regime because it has also been found to
be more effective for certain beam characteristics over the
matched regime. Despite the higher electron energies and other
qualities that experimentally establish the profound importance
of the mismatched regime, no earlier work has investigated its
underlying physical mechanisms.

Physical processes underlying the mismatched regime are
here shown to significantly differ from the matched regime.
Two prominent signature processes of this regime—strong
optical-shock excitation and bubble elongation are elucidated
here. The process of laser slicing uncovered here is signifi-
cantly different from the well-known effect of laser etching
in plasma. Second, the process of bubble elongation is quite
distinct from the isotropic bubble expansion explored earlier.
Thus, while this paper reveals novel laser–plasma dynamics,
it also opens up an alternative to the matched regime.

Apart from merely the tendency of experiments to favor
the mismatched regime, several important factors motivate its
study. First, a larger vacuum focal spot size at a given laser
power is known to produce higher “mode quality” in the far
field (low beam-propagation factor or M2-number or TEM00-
times diffraction-limited number). This is because a larger
spot is less affected by various aberrations [13]. High mode
quality is not equivalent to the maximization of intensity
percentage within the focal spot, as characterized by the Strehl
ratio [14]. This is because of the well-defined “no-TEM00
Gaussian” problem [13]. Second, self-injection mechanisms
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BL#2 optics and diagnostics design to show 
the location of our experiment Photo of beamline # 2 setup
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§ initially use BL# 2

§ vacuum chamber on BL#2 –
space for our spectrometers

§ however, need CO2 laser on 
BL#2

§ can we get Ti:Sapph
or Nd:YAG on BL#2 ?
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1 mm-thick tantalum foil. For this setup, we added an extra
4 mm-thick tungsten filter to block X rays below 240 keV (<1%
transmission below 240 keV). Hence, the 67 and 210 keV X-ray
peaks are missing in Figure 3a–c. One-dimensional HELIOS rad-
hydro (MacFarlane et al., 2006) simulation showed that these pre-
pulses produce a pre-plasma density gradient of only a few
microns at the front surface of the target due to lower sound
speed of the heavier ions. Also here we use s-polarized laser
where the laser E-field has no component along the pre-plasma
gradient that could reduce the vacuum heating in the pre-plasma
(Brunel, 1987).

Figure 4a shows the electron spectrum (dashed red line) from
the 110 nm aluminum foil measured using the magnetic spec-
trometer. The electron spectrum peaks around 12 MeV. The
instrument had a lower (higher) energy cut-off of 0.2 (28.2)
MeV. It is possible that the low-energy electrons below 3 MeV
do not escape the target (Cobble et al., 2016). The measured elec-
tron spectrum matches well with a Maxwell–Jüttner distribution f
(E) = (E2β/θK2(1/θ))exp(-E/θ) with θ = kT/mc2 = 12, where β = v/c,
and kT is the electron temperature. Figure 4b shows the typical
X-ray spectrum retrieved from the measured X-ray transmission
data from the double-foil targets with ∼200 µm spacing between
them via Expectation-Maximization ation algorithm (Lange and
Carson, 1984; Zhang et al., 2007). Varying the distance between
foils from 50 to 400 µm did not seem to affect the X-ray spectra
and yield in any consistent manner. The X-ray spectrum
peaks at 210 keV and 2.9 MeV with a temperature of 2.1 MeV.
Additionally, the X-ray spectrum shows a tantalum kα peak at
67 keV (Fig. 4c). However, the 67 and 210 keV X-ray peaks have
negligible X-ray energy content compared with the broader
2.9 MeV peak. It is most likely that the 210 keV X-ray peak is
an apparent peak due to significant X-ray filtering from the
0.5 mm-thick tantalum foil.

Figure 4d shows the simulation results when an electron beam
with the measured electron spectrum in Figure 4a traverses
through a 1 mm-thick tantalum converter foil using the code
Monte Carlo N-Particle (MCNP) (Forster and Godfrey, 1985).
The simulation results show a two temperature (1 and 4 MeV)
X-ray spectrum that has no obvious spectral peaks. The fact
that the X-ray spectrum from the MCNPX simulation (Fig. 4d)
is much hotter than the measured X-ray distribution (Fig. 4b)
seems to provide evidence that there may be issues in the trans-
port of the hot electrons from the thin foil to the converter foil.

We believe that better understanding of the hot electron transport
from the thin foil to the converter foil could help optimize the
double-foil scheme. Also, reducing the gap between the two
foils down to 20 µm or lower as indicated in Sefkow et al.
(2011) could help mitigate the hot electron transport issues.
The integrated X-ray spectrum from the double-foil scheme yields
3.6 × 1010 photons/sr per shot. However, the yield varied by more
than one order of magnitude from shot-to-shot.

Figure 5a shows the R2DTO object, a 10 cm × 10 cm × 6 mm
tungsten object with radial slots, used for quantifying the MeV
X-ray source size from the X-ray radiograph of the object using
the Bayesian-Inference-Engine (BIE) analysis. Figure 5b shows
R2DTO radiograph using the X rays from the double-foil source
with 1:1 magnification. Figure 5c shows the same radiograph
using the X rays from the single-foil source with 6.2 ×magnifica-
tion. The images show that the edges of the radial slots are blurred
when using the double-foil X-ray source. The BIE analysis of these
images shows that the MeV X-ray source size was 35–195 and 270–
600 µm in the single-foil and double-foil schemes, respectively. The
details of the BIE analysis is discussed elsewhere (Tobias et al.,
2017). The larger source size in the double-foil scheme could
come form the hot electron transport issues that could increase
the size of the electron beam reaching the converter foil.

Conclusions

In conclusion, we have characterized MeV bremsstrahlung X-ray
source from 120 TW (80 J, 650 fs) Trident laser interaction with a
1 mm-thick tantalum foil. Our measurements show X-ray tem-
perature of 2.5 MeV, flux of 3 × 1012 photons/sr/shot, beam diver-
gence of ∼0.1 sr, conversion efficiency of ∼1%, that is, ∼1 J of
MeV X rays out of 80 J incident laser, and source size of
80 µm. Our measurement also shows that MeV X-ray yield and
temperature is largely insensitive to nanosecond laser contrast
up to 10−5. Also, preliminary measurements of similar MeV
X-ray source using a double-foil scheme, where the laser-driven
hot electrons from a thin foil undergoing relativistic transparency
impinging onto a second high-Z converter foil separated by 50–
400 µm, show MeV X-ray yield more than an order of magnitude
lower compared with the single-foil results. Despite the interest,
further optimization and complete understanding of the double-
foil scheme using comprehensive Particle-In-Cell (PIC) simula-
tions is beyond the scope of the work presented here.

Fig. 5. MeV X-ray radiograph. (a) 10 cm × 10 cm × 6 mm tungsten object called “R2DTO” with radial slots used for measuring the MeV X-ray source size, (b) radio-
graph of R2DTO taken using MeV X rays from the double-foil scheme with 1:1 magnification, (c) radiograph of the same object using MeV X rays from the single-foil
scheme with 6.2 ×magnification.
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Abstract

Laser-based compact MeV X-ray sources are useful for a variety of applications such as radi-
ography and active interrogation of nuclear materials. MeV X rays are typically generated by
impinging the intense laser onto ∼mm-thick high-Z foil. Here, we have characterized such a
MeV X-ray source from 120 TW (80 J, 650 fs) laser interaction with a 1 mm-thick tantalum
foil. Our measurements show X-ray temperature of 2.5 MeV, flux of 3 × 1012 photons/sr/shot,
beam divergence of ∼0.1 sr, conversion efficiency of ∼1%, that is, ∼1 J of MeV X rays out of
80 J incident laser, and source size of 80 m. Our measurement also shows that MeV X-ray
yield and temperature is largely insensitive to nanosecond laser contrasts up to 10−5. Also,
preliminary measurements of similar MeV X-ray source using a double-foil scheme, where
the laser-driven hot electrons from a thin foil undergoing relativistic transparency impinging
onto a second high-Z converter foil separated by 50–400 m, show MeV X-ray yield more than
an order of magnitude lower compared with the single-foil results.

Introduction

Compact MeV X-ray sources are useful for several applications such as radiography and active
interrogation of nuclear materials (Courtois et al., 2011). Intense lasers can generate
multi-MeV hot electrons when interacting with a ∼mm-thick high-Z foils such as tungsten
or tantalum. In these targets, the laser couples its energy to the hot electrons mainly on the
target surface via several physical processes (Malka and Miquel, 1996; Wilks and Kruer,
1997; Santala et al., 2000). Subsequently, the hot electrons generate MeV bremsstrahlung X
rays as they traverse through the rest of the high-Z foil. Several experiments have characterized
such intense laser-driven bremsstrahlung X-ray sources (Perry et al., 1999; Edwards et al.,
2002; Clarke et al., 2006; Hayashi et al., 2006; Galy et al., 2007; Courtois et al., 2011;
Courtois et al., 2013; La Fontaine, 2014; Liang et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2017).

Here, we have characterized such a MeV bremsstrahlung X-ray source from 120 TW (80 J,
650 fs) Trident laser at the Los Alamos National Laboratory interacting with a 1 mm-thick
tantalum foil. Our measurements show X-ray temperature of 2.5 MeV, flux of 3 × 1012 pho-
tons/sr/shot, beam divergence of ∼0.1 sr, conversion efficiency of ∼1%, that is, ∼1 J of MeV
X rays out of 80 J incident laser, and source size of 80 µm. Our measurement also shows
that MeV X-ray yield and temperature is largely insensitive to nanosecond laser contrast up
to 10−5.

In contrast, numerical simulations have shown that a double-foil scheme, where laser-
driven hot electrons from a thin foil that undergoes relativistic transparency (Kaw and
Dawson, 1970; Palaniyappan et al., 2012, 2015) impinging onto a separate high-Z converter
foil, could generate more efficient Kα X rays than the single-foil scheme (Sefkow et al.,
2011). The same reasoning can also be extended to MeV X-ray generation. Our preliminary
measurements of MeV X-ray source using the double-foil scheme, where the laser-driven
hot electrons from a thin foil (110 nm aluminum foil) undergoing relativistic transparency
(Kaw and Dawson, 1970; Palaniyappan et al., 2012, 2015; Cobble et al., 2016) impinging
onto a second high-Z converter foil separated by 50–400 µm, show MeV X-ray yield more
than an order of magnitude lower compared with the single-foil results discussed above.
We believe that a better understanding of the hot electron transport in vacuum from the
thin foil to the converter foil could help optimize the double-foil scheme. Also, reducing
the gap between the two foils down to 20 µm or lower as indicated in Sefkow et al. (2011)
could also help mitigate the hot electron transport issues. Although understanding and opti-
mizing the double-foil scheme could potentially yield a better MeV bremsstrahlung X-ray
source, it is beyond the scope of the present work.
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measurements of MeV X-ray source using the double-foil scheme, where the laser-driven
hot electrons from a thin foil (110 nm aluminum foil) undergoing relativistic transparency
(Kaw and Dawson, 1970; Palaniyappan et al., 2012, 2015; Cobble et al., 2016) impinging
onto a second high-Z converter foil separated by 50–400 µm, show MeV X-ray yield more
than an order of magnitude lower compared with the single-foil results discussed above.
We believe that a better understanding of the hot electron transport in vacuum from the
thin foil to the converter foil could help optimize the double-foil scheme. Also, reducing
the gap between the two foils down to 20 µm or lower as indicated in Sefkow et al. (2011)
could also help mitigate the hot electron transport issues. Although understanding and opti-
mizing the double-foil scheme could potentially yield a better MeV bremsstrahlung X-ray
source, it is beyond the scope of the present work.
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Abstract

Laser-based compact MeV X-ray sources are useful for a variety of applications such as radi-
ography and active interrogation of nuclear materials. MeV X rays are typically generated by
impinging the intense laser onto ∼mm-thick high-Z foil. Here, we have characterized such a
MeV X-ray source from 120 TW (80 J, 650 fs) laser interaction with a 1 mm-thick tantalum
foil. Our measurements show X-ray temperature of 2.5 MeV, flux of 3 × 1012 photons/sr/shot,
beam divergence of ∼0.1 sr, conversion efficiency of ∼1%, that is, ∼1 J of MeV X rays out of
80 J incident laser, and source size of 80 m. Our measurement also shows that MeV X-ray
yield and temperature is largely insensitive to nanosecond laser contrasts up to 10−5. Also,
preliminary measurements of similar MeV X-ray source using a double-foil scheme, where
the laser-driven hot electrons from a thin foil undergoing relativistic transparency impinging
onto a second high-Z converter foil separated by 50–400 m, show MeV X-ray yield more than
an order of magnitude lower compared with the single-foil results.

Introduction

Compact MeV X-ray sources are useful for several applications such as radiography and active
interrogation of nuclear materials (Courtois et al., 2011). Intense lasers can generate
multi-MeV hot electrons when interacting with a ∼mm-thick high-Z foils such as tungsten
or tantalum. In these targets, the laser couples its energy to the hot electrons mainly on the
target surface via several physical processes (Malka and Miquel, 1996; Wilks and Kruer,
1997; Santala et al., 2000). Subsequently, the hot electrons generate MeV bremsstrahlung X
rays as they traverse through the rest of the high-Z foil. Several experiments have characterized
such intense laser-driven bremsstrahlung X-ray sources (Perry et al., 1999; Edwards et al.,
2002; Clarke et al., 2006; Hayashi et al., 2006; Galy et al., 2007; Courtois et al., 2011;
Courtois et al., 2013; La Fontaine, 2014; Liang et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2017).

Here, we have characterized such a MeV bremsstrahlung X-ray source from 120 TW (80 J,
650 fs) Trident laser at the Los Alamos National Laboratory interacting with a 1 mm-thick
tantalum foil. Our measurements show X-ray temperature of 2.5 MeV, flux of 3 × 1012 pho-
tons/sr/shot, beam divergence of ∼0.1 sr, conversion efficiency of ∼1%, that is, ∼1 J of MeV
X rays out of 80 J incident laser, and source size of 80 µm. Our measurement also shows
that MeV X-ray yield and temperature is largely insensitive to nanosecond laser contrast up
to 10−5.

In contrast, numerical simulations have shown that a double-foil scheme, where laser-
driven hot electrons from a thin foil that undergoes relativistic transparency (Kaw and
Dawson, 1970; Palaniyappan et al., 2012, 2015) impinging onto a separate high-Z converter
foil, could generate more efficient Kα X rays than the single-foil scheme (Sefkow et al.,
2011). The same reasoning can also be extended to MeV X-ray generation. Our preliminary
measurements of MeV X-ray source using the double-foil scheme, where the laser-driven
hot electrons from a thin foil (110 nm aluminum foil) undergoing relativistic transparency
(Kaw and Dawson, 1970; Palaniyappan et al., 2012, 2015; Cobble et al., 2016) impinging
onto a second high-Z converter foil separated by 50–400 µm, show MeV X-ray yield more
than an order of magnitude lower compared with the single-foil results discussed above.
We believe that a better understanding of the hot electron transport in vacuum from the
thin foil to the converter foil could help optimize the double-foil scheme. Also, reducing
the gap between the two foils down to 20 µm or lower as indicated in Sefkow et al. (2011)
could also help mitigate the hot electron transport issues. Although understanding and opti-
mizing the double-foil scheme could potentially yield a better MeV bremsstrahlung X-ray
source, it is beyond the scope of the present work.
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Yr. 1 – characterization of positron-electron jet production in solid target, 
over the sub-ps electron beam parameter-space (spot-size, charge, 
current) and its interaction with laser-ionized plasma

Yr. 2 – demonstration of spatio-temporal overlap between a high-power 
CO2 laser pulse within the plasma-cell along with positron-electron jets

Yr. 3 – demonstration of tuning of the characteristics of the positron 
beam by scanning over electron beam, CO2 laser and plasma properties.

Proposed Milestones
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Parameter Units Typical Values Comments Requested Values
Beam Energy MeV 50-65 Full range is ~15-75 MeV with highest beam quality at nominal values 60 MeV

Bunch Charge nC 0.1-2.0 Bunch length & emittance vary with charge 1nC

Compression fs Down to 100 fs 
(up to 1 kA peak 

current)

A magnetic bunch compressor available to compress bunch down to 
~100 fs. Beam quality is variable depending on charge and amount of 
compression required. 

NOTE:  Further compression options are being developed to provide 
bunch lengths down to the ~10 fs level

0.1 - 1ps

(10fs will be highly 
desirable when 

available ?)

Transverse size at IP (s) µm 30 – 100 
(dependent on IP 

position)

It is possible to achieve transverse sizes below 10 um with special 
permanent magnet optics.

30-50 µm
Can we get the PMQ 

triplet setup used 
earlier at BNL ?

Normalized Emittance µm 1 (at 0.3 nC) Variable with bunch charge

Rep. Rate (Hz) Hz 1.5 3 Hz also available if needed

Trains mode --- Single bunch Multi-bunch mode available. Trains of 24 or 48 ns spaced bunches.

Electron Beam Requirements
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Configuration Parameter Units Typical Values Comments Requested Values
CO2 Regenerative Amplifier Beam Wavelength µm 9.2 Wavelength determined by mixed isotope gain media 9.2 µm

Peak Power GW ~3 3 GW

Pulse Mode --- Single

Pulse Length ps 2 2 ps

Pulse Energy mJ 6 6 mJ

M2 --- ~1.5

Repetition Rate Hz 1.5 3 Hz also available if needed

Polarization --- Linear Circular polarization available at slightly reduced power

CO2 CPA Beam Wavelength µm 9.2 Wavelength determined by mixed isotope gain media 9.2 µm

Note that delivery of full power 
pulses to the Experimental Hall is 
presently limited to Beamline #1 
only.

Peak Power TW 2 ~5 TW operation is planned for FY21 (requires further 
in-vacuum transport upgrade).  A 3-year development 
effort to achieve >10 TW and deliver to users is in 
progress.

0.5 – 2 TW

Pulse Mode --- Single

Pulse Length ps 2 2 ps

Pulse Energy J ~5 Maximum pulse energies of >10 J will become available 
in FY20

1-5 J

M2 --- ~2

Repetition Rate Hz 0.05

Polarization Linear Adjustable linear polarization along with circular 
polarization will become available in FY20

linear

CO2 Laser Requirements
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Special Equipment Requirements and Hazards

• Electron Beam
• transverse deflecting cavity
• plasma capillary discharge system

15
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Experimental Time Request

Capability Setup Hours Running Hours
Electron Beam Only 24 120

Laser* Only (in Laser Rooms)
Laser(s)* + Electron Beam

CY2021 Time Request

Capability Setup Hours Running Hours
Electron Beam Only Good for year 1 (but pre-amp CO2 

level would be very useful)
Laser* Only (in FEL Room)
Laser(s)* + Electron Beam 80 320

* Laser = Near-IR or LWIR (CO2)  Laser

Time Estimate for Remaining Years of Experiment (including CY2021)
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